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Abstract— In today’s world, having a reliable communica-
tion system during emergency situations is of paramount
importance to lessen the impact of the disasters. This paper
proposes an emergency communication technique which is
enabled by ATSC DTV transmitter identification (TxID)
watermark signal. Theoretical and simulation results show
that ATSC TxID watermark signal can reach a larger
coverage area than the 8-VSB DTV signal and hence can
be used to enable emergency communication during na-
tional disastrous situations. The coverage for this emergency
communication system is predicted using popular Hata-
Davidson propagation model and coverage maps clearly
showing the extended and overlapped coverage for DTV
stations in Huron and Stratford area in the province
of Ontario, Canada is presented. Comparison with other
existing emergency communication systems is carried out
and performance matrices such as alerting message error
rate, required no. of stations, network reliability etc. are
evaluated to assess the robustness of the proposed emergency
communication system.

Index Terms— Emergency communication, TxID water-
mark, coverage analysis, network reliability, interoperability.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, the world has seen more disastrous
situations than ever caused by various environmental,
social and political movements, and even man-made. In
the recent history, September 11 attacks in the United
States of America (2001), devastating Tsunami in Asia-
Pacific (2004), Hurricane Katrina in the United States of
America (2005), and cyclone Nargis in Myanmar (2008),
only few of many others, remind us the outmost necessity
of reliable emergency communication system to lessen
the sheer magnitude of the disaster the world has seen.
The situation is even worse in remote areas those are not
covered by modern communication systems such as land
or cellular communications. Therefore, it is extremely
important to have an effective emergency communication
system to make mass people aware in the advent and
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during national emergencies, including people living in
distant rural areas.

The emergency communications bring several challeng-
ing requirements such as greater coverage area, coex-
istence among different communication systems, robust
transmission in harsh communication environment, reli-
ability, fast responding etc. [1]. These technical require-
ments reveals the fact that the establishment of emergency
communication infrastructure is very challenging and rig-
orous attention is needed on important factors which de-
pend on possible scenarios and warning system. However,
the presently deployed various emergency communication
systems using different platforms are not able to talk
with each other i.e., the problem lies in the sense of
interoperability among these platforms [2]. On the other
hand, interoperability also raises the question of reliability
of the whole network because different platforms are
having with different radiabilities. That’s why, even if
the interoperability is achieved among different platforms
which still necessities a substantial amount of research,
however the reliability of the thereafter network would be
a major concern.

Several ad-hoc based emergency networks such as
enhanced communication scheme combining centralized
and ad-hoc networks (ECCA) [3], sensor network based
emergency communication system [4], integrated cellular
and ad-hoc relaying system [5] etc. exist in the literature.
The key advantages of these ad-hoc based emergency
networks are self-organization, fast reconfiguration etc.
However, on top of conventional power constraint and
delay problem, due to limited coverage, a large number
of communicating nodes are required and hence reliability
is a major problem in these networks. On the other hand,
infrastructure based emergency networks consist PSTN
access network, cellular networks, satellite networks and
other broadband communication systems. For example,
TErrestrial Trunked RAdio (TERRA) [6], integration of
IEEE 802.11 and 3G networks [7], HUGHES broad-
band satellite communication [8] etc. are able to provide
emergency communication during disastrous situations.
However, as discussed above, the crucial problem for the
infrastructure based emergency communication system is
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Figure 1. ATSC DTV signal with modulated TxID watermark.

the requirement of a great deal of interoperability among
existing communication systems. Although to solve this
interoperability issue, measures have been taken through
the development of IEEE 802.21 standard body, but they
are still under evaluation [9]. However, all the major
concerns such as interoperability and reliability are co-
related and driven by the limited coverage of existing
emergency communication systems.

In this paper, we propose to use TxID watermark
signals as the way to send alerting message to the people
during emergency situations. The analyses show that
modulated TxID watermark signals are more robust than
the 8-VSB modulated ATSC DTV signal, leaving us the
opportunity to have even extended coverage with that
embedded TxID watermark signal. As we are almost at
the verge of a fully-fledged DTV broadcasting, therefore
this extended coverage ensures that even the people living
at the rural distant areas would be able to receive the
emergency alerting message before and/or during the
disastrous situations. On top of this, as the interoperability
is still a far-reach issue, with this proposed technique
a greater coverage area is obtained which obviates the
interoperability issue along with the higher reliability of
the overall network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
proposed emergency communication model along with
demodulation of TxID watermark signal and error perfor-
mance analysis for emergency data is presented in Section
II. Section III describes the model for the coverage
prediction and coverage analysis for this communication
technique is carried out in Section IV. Section V describes
the overall reliability of the communication network with
comparison to some other existing systems and finally,
the paper is summarized in Section VI.

II. EMERGENCY COOMUNICATION SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed emergency communication system in this
paper is enabled by existing DTV broadcasting which
is growing very fast. The U.S. TV broadcast industry
is already at the verge of an all-digital transmission and
that in Canada by August 31, 2011 [10]. Virtually, at the
end of 2011, North America will have an all-digital DTV
broadcasting opportunity and few other countries such as
The Netherlands, Finland already made the transition.

The Advanced Television System Committee (ATSC)
DTV standards are entirely different from the conven-
tional analog TV signals and have many new features
e.g., allowing higher-quality images, sound, and more

programming choices etc. [11]. One interesting feature
of the ATSC system is that a unique spread spectrum
sequence will be assigned for each DTV transmitter as
a RF watermark. Since the identification sequence is
embedded into original DTV signal as a watermark as
shown in Fig. 1 and the strength is very low compared
to the original DTV signal, therefore the pseudo-random
sequences are long enough so that the peaks obtained
from the correlations associated with background DTV
noise can be detected.

According to our proposal, these modulated TxID
watermark signals will be encoded to send the emer-
gency alerting message to the people during disastrous
situations. The proposed transmitter and receiver struc-
ture are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The
sequence is detected according to the matched filtering
approach as discussed in [12]. Once the watermark signal
is decoded, the terminal user will be able to get the
emergency messages sent form either the government or
private authorities. However, we can use existing DTV
infrastructure which clearly obviates the need for new
infrastructure and thus cost-effective than most other
emergency communication systems currently available.
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Figure 2. Proposed TxID enabled emergency communication
system transmitter.
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Figure 3. Proposed TxID enabled emergency communication
system receiver.

A. TxID Watermark Emergency Data Insertion and De-
tection Procedure

In this subsection, TxID watermark emergency data
insertion into DTV signal and corresponding detection
algorithm will be discussed. Let us take the DTV signal
for the i-th transmitter before and after the injection of
the pseudo random sequence as xi(n) as di(n) and d′i(n),
respectively. Note that each DTV transmitter would have
a unique xi, thus it is always recognizable even within the
coverage of other stations. The injection of the transmitter
identification sequence into DTV signal being modulated
by the emergency alerting data, ad results

d′i(n) = di(n) + ρxi(n)ad(i). (1)

where ρ is a gain coefficient to control the injection level.
The injection level of the TxID watermark signal can
be different from transmitter to transmitter. However, it
will be convenient for the emergency data demodulation
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process if the gain is set to the the same level for all the
transmitters [13]. After passing through channel hi, the
received signal from the i-th transmitter, ri is

ri(n) = d′i(n)⊗ hi + ni(n). (2)

where ni(n) is the noise at the input of the i-th receiver.
The overall received signal, r(n) is then given by,

r(n) =
T∑
i=1

[d′i(n)⊗ hi + ni(n)] . (3)

where T is the total number of DTV transmitters. The
TxID watermark signal i.e., the emergency data will be
demodulated based on the correlation process. Using this
approach, cross-correlation between r(n) and xj(n) will
be evaluated at the receiver side to find out the emergency
data from the j-th transmitter as follows,

Rrxj (m) =
N−1∑
n=0

r(n)xj(n−m)

=
N−1∑
n=0

{
T∑
i=1

d′i(n)⊗ hi + ni(n)

}
xj(n−m)

=
N−1∑
n=0

[
T∑
i=1

{di(n) + ρxi(n)ad(i)} ⊗ hi + ni(n)

]
xj(n−m)

= ρadRxjxj ⊗ hj +
T∑

i=1,i6=j

ρRxixj ⊗ hi

+
N−1∑
n=0

T∑
i=1

[di(n)⊗ hi + ni(n)]xj(n−m). (4)

where N is the length of the pseudo random sequence
xj(n) which is used as TxID watermark signal. With
the orthogonal property of the selected pseudo random
sequence, Rxjxj can be approximated as a delta function.
The second and third terms in the above equation are only
noise-like sequences from the in-band DTV signals of the
same transmitter and the other transmitters. Therefore, the
received channel response hj from the j-th transmitter can
be approximated from Rrxj and is given by

Rrxj (m) = Aadhj + noise

= A
′
hj + noise. (5)

where A is a constant determined by Rxjxj and the gain
coefficient ρ. The received channel response hj from the
j-th transmitter can be determined as Rxjxj and ρ are
known. Then the decision about a particular TxID enabled
emergency signal, ad can be determined based on the
correlation output obtained in (5).

In the subsequent sections, the analysis will be carried
out in the assumption of an AWGN channel. As the
TxID watermark signal is long enough and most of the
times DTV antenna stature will be higher than that of the
average terrain or obstacle height, thus it is reasonably a
valid assumption.

B. Error Rate Analysis for Emergency Data

Let us consider, the correlation peak is denoted as
A+ n1, where A is the auto-correlation peak of a TxID
emergency sequence and n1 is the associated interference
for that autocorrelation function at first sample instant.
When a TxID emergency sequence of N samples is used,
ideally the autocorrelation peak will be N . If TxID has a
total of M watermark signals, for the rest of M − 1 cross-
correlation functions at first sample instant, Bc + n2 will
take values centered on the following discrete levels [14]

{−t(n), −s(n), −1, s(n)− 2, t(n)− 2} ,

where t(n) = 1 + 2
n+2

2 , and s(n) = 1
2 [t(n) + 1]. n2 is

the interference for the cross-correlation function at first
sample instant. Both n1 and n2 are considered Gaussian
distributed since they are the summations of sufficiently
long interference samples as a result of the autocorrelation
and cross-correlations. However, the correct demodulation
of the TxID encoded emergency data sequence in the
presence of one cross-correlation function with a peak
of Bc + n2 should meet the criteria A − Bc > n1 + n2.
Consider the following probability density function of a
new random variable Y > n1 + n2 for the evaluation of
probability of making false detection

fY (y) =
∫ ∞
−∞

fN1(n1)fN2(y − n1)dn1

=
∫ ∞
−∞

1
σn
√

2π
e
− n2

1
2σ2
n

1
σn
√

2π
e
− (y−n1)2

2σ2
n dn1

=
1

σn
√

2π
e
− y2

2σ2
n

∫ ∞
−∞

1
σn
√

2π
e
− 2(n1−y/2)

2−y2/2
2σ2
n dn1

=
1

2σn
√
π
e
− y2

4σ2
n . (6)

where σn is the standard daviation of the noise from
dominant in-band DTV signal and AWGN, given by

σ2
n = N(σ2

DTV + σ2
AWGN ). (7)

Thus the Probability of getting an erroneous decision
in presence of one correlation is given as follows,

Pe,c(n1 + n2 > A−Bc) =
∫ ∞
A−Bc

1
2σn
√
π
e
− y2

4σ2
n dy

=
√

2σn
∫ ∞
A−Bc√

2σn

1
2σn
√
π
e−

z2
2 dz

[Taking z = y√
2σn

]

=
1√
2π

∫ ∞
A−Bc√

2σn

e−
z2
2 dz

= Q

(
A−Bc√

2σn

)
. (8)

Letting β = (A−Bc√
2σn

), (8) can be further simplified as

Pe,c(n1 + n2 > A−Bc) = Q(β)

=
1
2
− 1

2
erf(

β√
2

). (9)
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As the sequence length is very long, thus it is quite
impossible to find out the exact occurrence of different
correlation peaks. Therefore, in our analysis, we assume
that the occurrence probability for five different correla-
tion peaks are equal. So, the average probability that the
decision is false in presence of one correlation over N
correlation samples is given by,

Pe =
1
N

5∑
c=1

Pe,c(n1 + n2 > A−Bc). (10)

The corresponding probability of getting a correct
decision over N correlation samples can be written as

P e = 1− Pe. (11)

Therefore, probability of making false detection in
presence of M

′
sequences is given by,

Pet = [1− PM
′
−1

e ]

= [1− (1− Pe)M
′
−1]. (12)

where M
′

is the number of sequences compared in the
demodulation procedure and M

′ ≤ M . Fig. 4 shows the
theoretical error rate for emergency alerting data while
varying total number of sequences those are compared
in the correlation process and number of sequence modu-
lated. It is seen that as the number of sequences compared
are increased, the error rate is also increased, but it is not
proportional. Thus it is expected that when larger number
of sequences will be compared, the increase in error rate
will be insignificant.
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Figure 4. Theoretical error rate for emergency alerting data.

C. Performance Evaluation Criteria

According to the ATSC DTV standard, the reliable
reception of DTV signal at the terminal user requires a
carrier to noise (C/N) ratio of 15dB [15] at the threshold
of visibility (TOV) which is assumed as BER = 3×10−6.
However, in our comparison with other systems, we have
considered signal to noise ratio (SNR) as the reference
parameter. It is well known that in DTV transmission
a pilot is added at 310KHz frequency to facilitate the

synchronization issue [11]. Thus to find the equivalent
SNR of that C/N ratio, we need to determine the power
carried by the pilot.

If we take Rs as the symbol rate for DTV transmission,
then the Average signal power in a 8-VSB system is 21Rs
[11]. Thus for a single pulse the energy is, Es = 21. A
DC offset, a = 1.25V is added to the 8-VSB signal to
generate the pilot tone. Therefore, the ratio of pilot power
to the average signal power is r = a2

Es
≈ 7.44%. Hence,

the SNR for 8-VSB signal can be written as,

SNR = C/N − 10 log a2

= 13.061 dB. (13)

It is known that one complete ATSC DTV field contains
259584 symbols. Hence if the TxID watermark is injected
30dB below the DTV signal, the equivalent signal to inter-
ference ratio (SIR) is then 10 log(259584)−30 = 24.14dB
and for a BPSK modulated system this corresponds to a
BER ≈ 10−68. But our requirement is much less than that,
only BER = 3× 10−6. Similarly, for a BER = 3× 10−8,
total noise and interference power can be 12dB above
the DTV signal. In other words, for our BER at TOV,
it is found from Fig. 4 that TxID watermark can be
almost 27dB more robust than the DTV signal when only
one sequence is modulated and even more while two
sequences are modulated, giving the insight that it can be
used to cover a larger area than the DTV signal. In this
paper, we have made use of this key concept to enable
emergency communication using TxID watermark signal.

III. COVERAGE PREDICTION

Our next step is to analyze the coverage for the
proposed emergency communication technique. To pre-
dict the coverage for the proposed technique, we have
considered Hata-Davidson model which is an extension
of Okumura-Hata model [16] with some flexibilities in
the range of propagation distance, antenna height at the
base station with a broader frequency range [17]. The
range of input parameters for Hata-Davidson model are
shown in Table I.

According to the Hata propagation model, the loss in
dB scale is given by,

LHata =69.55 + 26.16 log fMHz − 13.82h1 − l(h2)
+ (44.9− 6.55 log h1) log dkm −K (14)

where the parameters l(h2) and K depends on the type
of area as tabulated in Table II.

Then the Hata-Davidson propagation loss follows [17]

LHD =LHata + L(h1, dkm)− S1(dkm)− S2(h1, dkm)
− S3(fMHz)− S4(fMHz, dkm) (15)

TABLE I. Range of input parameters for Hata-Davidson model
Frequency range, fMHz 30-1500MHz

Base station antenna height, h1 20-2500m
Receiving station antenna height, h2 1-10m

Propagation distance, dkm 1-300km
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TABLE II. Area dependent parameters for Hata-Davidson model
Type of area l(h2) k

Open
(1.1 log fMHz − 0.7)h2 − (1.56 log fMHz − 0.8)

4.78(log fMHz)2 − 18.33 log fMHz + 40.94
Suburban 2[log(fMHz/28)]2 + 5.4

Medium-small city 0

TABLE III. Propagation distance dependent parameters for Hata-Davidson model
Distance L(h2, dkm) S1(dkm)

dkm < 20 0 0
20 ≤ dkm < 64.38 0.62137(dkm − 20)[0.5 + 0.15 log(h1/121.92)] 0
64.38 ≤ dkm < 300 0.62137(dkm − 20)[0.5 + 0.15 log(h1/121.92)] 0.174(dkm − 64.38)
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Figure 5. Propagation path loss using Hata-Davidson model in
different type of areas.

where L and S1 are distance correction factors extending
the range to 300km and is shown in Table III.

The other factors such as S2(h1, dkm) is the base
station antenna height correction factor, S3(fMHz) and
S4(fMHz, dkm) are frequency correction factors which
are not used in our analysis. The path loss, according to
Hata-Davidson model for different type of areas is shown
in Fig. 5.

To analyze the coverage, we have considered a DTV
station in South Huron (near London), ON, Canada area
with the parameters obtained from DTV allotment table
provided by industry Canada and shown in Table IV
[18]. Please note that as the suburban areas in Tokyo
generally reflects the propagation characteristics of North
American’s typical urban areas [16], thus in our coverage
analysis we have considered South Huron, Canada as a
suburban area for this propagation loss modeling.

Once the path loss is known, the received power is
determined by

Pr(dBm) = PT (dBm)− LHD(dB). (16)

And shown in Fig. 6 for a DTV station mentioned
above. As our analysis is based on the SNR of received
signal, thus to obtain that variation of SNR with distance,
we need to know the corresponding noise power. The
well-known noise model to determine the noise in the
TV bandwidth is given by [11],

N = −174 + 10 log(∆f). (17)
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Figure 6. Received power for a DTV station at South Huron area
near London, ON, Canada with a transmitter power of 3.5kw.
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where N is the noise power and ∆f is the effective
TV bandwidth which equals 5.38MHz and hence noise
power becomes -106.7dBm. The corresponding variation
of noise with respect to distance for that DTV station is
shown in Fig. 7.

The coverage is then predicted based on the SNR
requirement for the system as discussed in subsection
II-C. It is seen from Fig. 7 that for the DTV station
at South Huron, the 8-VSB DTV coverage at 13.061dB
maintaining TOV is ≈81km. On the other hand, as the
modulated TxID is found to be at least 27dB more
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Channel 14
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Figure 8. Extended emergency coverage obtained using modulated TxID watermark signal at South Huron area.

robust than the DTV signal i.e. requirement of SNR
for maintaining TOV is now about -13.94dB, therefore
it could be reached as far as ≈141km, providing the
extended coverage for emergency communication.

IV. COVERAGE ANALYSIS

By the virtue of TxID watermark signal enabled emer-
gency communication, basically we have obtained two
fold advantages. The first advantage is that it can provide
extended coverage as discussed in previous section. Next
it is found that it can also provide overlapped coverage
with other stations without bringing any extra cost. The
eventual advantage obtained by the overlapped coverage
is that even if one station fails during disastrous situation,
the nearby station will be able to provide emergency
service to a considerable coverage of that failed station
which is indeed very important in emergency situation.

At first, we have considered South Huron near London
city, Ontario to show the extended coverage. Fig. 8 shows
the extended coverage obtained by this proposed emer-
gency communication technique with respect to the DTV
TABLE IV. Parameters for DTV station at South Huron area

Channel 14
Frequency, fMHz 473MHz

DTV station antenna height, h1 197.6m
TV antenna height, h2 (assumed) 9.2m

DTV transmitter power, PT 3.5kw

coverage as discussed in Section III. It is also obvious
from this map that an appreciable extended coverage,
about 60km is obtained using TxID watermark signal.

Next we have considered another region namely, Strat-
ford nearby London city to show the overlapped coverage
with that station. The parameters for this DTV station
is shown in Table V [18]. Similarly, it is found that
maintaining TOV at the required SNR, the DTV coverage
is ≈44km whereas that of TxID emergency coverage is
≈99km. From Fig. 9 it is obvious that with the assigned
transmission power they marginally overlap each other in
terms of DTV coverage but largely overlap each other
when the TxID coverage is considered.

According to the report published by United Nations,
currently more than three billion people are living in rural
areas [19]. On the other hand, the quality of services
offered by existing communication systems in rural areas,
characterized by low densities of populations, is well be-
low than that offered by operators in urban and suburban
areas [20], [21]. In those cases, TxID enabled extended

TABLE V. Parameters for DTV station at Stratford area
Channel 46

Frequency, fMHz 665MHz
DTV station antenna height, h1 100m

TV antenna height, h2 (assumed) 9.2m
DTV transmitter power, PT 0.3kw
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South Huron,ON,Canada
Channel 14 Stratford,ON,Canada

Channel 46

TxID Coverage
DTV Coverage100 km

Figure 9. Overlapped emergency coverage obtained using modulated TxID watermark signal at South Huron and Stratford area.

coverage can provide emergency alerting services to rural
people which is not generally available from other exist-
ing systems due to cost of radio coverage and trunking.

V. NETWORK RELIABILITY

In this section, we will mainly discuss the network
reliability along with some other relevant advantages
obtained by the proposed emergency communication
technique. As discussed above, the first and foremost
advantage is the extended coverage than other existing
homogenous and/or heterogenous emergency communi-
cation technique. As we will be using existing DTV
infrastructure, thus the inherent advantages obtained by
this technique is the cost-effectiveness. At the same time,
other existing systems will require a large number of
stations to have the same coverage as TxID enabled
emergency coverage. Fig. 10 shows the number of cel-
lular stations required to have typical TxID emergency
coverage. It is observed that a large number of cellular
stations are required to have TxID equivalent coverage
which ultimately brings the concern of network reliability.

To make viable, reliability of any communication net-
work needs to be considered. By definition, reliability is
the ability of a network to perform a designated set of
functions under certain conditions for a specified period

of time [22] and it also depends on the total number of
units performing in a communication system. As for the
other system to have the same TxID enabled emergency
coverage, the required number of nodes/stations in the
network would be much larger and therefore weakness in
the network infrastructure is inevitable. In our analysis,
we have considered a wireless ad-hoc based emergency
communication system for comparison purpose. Let T be
a random variable representing lifetime of a communica-
tion node, then for any specified time t, reliability R(t)
and unreliability F (t) can be defined as

R(t) = P (T > t), t ≥ 0 (18)

and

F (t) = P (T ≤ t) = 1−R(t), t ≥ 0 (19)

where P (T > t) denotes the probability that communi-
cating node performs the designated task for the specified
time t. To have the same coverage as the proposed
TxID enabled communication technique, total number
of ad-hoc nodes can easily be determined using similar
approach shown in Fig. 10. However, not all the nodes
are connected in a particular communication process. A
few of them are active to send the collected data to
the destination while the others are inactive. Let’s take
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Figure 10. No. of cellular stations required for typical TxID
equivalent emergency coverage.
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Figure 11. Comparison of reliability between wireless ad-hoc
based and proposed emergency communication technique.

there are N nodes involved in a certain communication
state, ` and P (xn) denotes the probability of successful
communication between nodes. If the nodes are randomly
distributed, the reliability for this state is given by [23],

R` = P (x1, x2, . . . , xN )
= P (x1)P (x2|x1) . . . P (xN |x1, x2, . . . , xN−1) (20)

However, if the nodes are independent of each other,
then the reliability for state ` is as follows,

R` = P (x1)P (x2) . . . P (xN ). (21)

Again, if there is a total of L states within the specified
time, the overall network reliability is

R =
L∏
`=1

R`. (22)

But for TxID enabled emergency communication sys-
tem, most of the times very few, one or two stations are in-
volved. Hence even with the same probability of success,
the reliability of the proposed emergency communication
system would be much higher than that of the ad-hoc
based emergency network.

Fig. 11 shows the comparison of reliability between
proposed technique and wireless ad-hoc based emer-
gency communication system. Here, P (xn) indicates the
probability of successful communication which is as-
sumed equal for both ad-hoc nodes and DTV station.
We have also assumed that one DTV station is involved
in the emergency communication. Similarly, comparison
of reliability with other communication system such as
IEEE 802.16 wireless mesh network considering fading
model can be assessed using similar approach in [24].
However, network reliability also depends on the physical
strength of the telecommunication tower [25]. As the
DTV transmitter uses a much stronger tower, it will be
less vulnerable to disastrous situations than most other
existing techniques which makes the system even more
viable in emergency situations.

VI. CONCLUSION

Today’s turbulent world sees many emergency situa-
tions ranging from natural disasters to terrorist attacks. In
this paper, we have proposed an ATSC DTV TxID water-
mark signal enabled emergency communication technique
and corresponding emergency alerting transmitter and
receiver structure is presented as well. It is found form
the coverage analysis that proposed technique can provide
a much larger coverage than other existing emergency
communication systems. Again, with the overlapped cov-
erage among DTV stations, it is now possible to send the
emergency alerting data to the people living in outskirts,
even in rural areas. Beside this, alerting data demodulation
technique is discussed and corresponding theoretical error
rate analysis for emergency data is carried out. Finally,
performance of the proposed technique is evaluated in
terms of communicating station/node requirement, net-
work reliability and shown to have improved performance
than other existing emergency communication systems.
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